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Chapter 1

Introduction

Section 1.1

Suppose we can observe n independent and identically distributed

random variables, ~l' 0 H
, s , taking values in some measurable space,

n

< S, at >0 Also suppose we want to test the hypothesis that a certain

family of probability measures on or, (Fe' eEe) , contains the distri

bution which is common to the (s.) 0 Assume that there are N
J

~-measurable partitions of S, denoted by ~l' 000 '~N where

Olk

such that we are able to compute the probabilities

Now let

{ ~ the number of the (s j) ~~l falling into A~

Motivated by the chi-square goodness-of-fit test we define

Work on this project was accomplished while the author held a
National Science Foundation Cooperative Graduate Fellowship, It was
partially supported by the DoSo Office "of Education under
Contract 3-10-0090
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:i(e)
n

N Ck
I I

k=l i=O

_k k 2
(~.- - np,(e))

l l

k
nPi (e)

and let ,,2
n

inf ,,2(e). We then consider a test of the form:
eE8 n

2 > treject if "n 0

where to is a constant depending on the significance level we have

chosen,

We shall refer to this test as the minimum-,,2 goodness-of-fit test

1, this is the usual chi-square test,based ~ (}(l' ••• ,urN' If N

Associated with this test is a method of estimating the parameter

e which we shall call the minimum-,,2 method of estimation based on

crI l , ". ,(rrN' Roughly speaking, the minimum-,,2 estimate, which we shall

always denote by e , is that element of
n

8 such that

2 2 ~

" ,,(e).n n n

A more precise definition is given in Chapter 4.

Section 1.2

The purpose of this dissertation is to analyze some of the

asymptotic properties of
~

and e.
n

In particular we examine the

following questions:

In these two Cases,is the asymptotic distribution of

(a) In the two cases of a simple and a composite hypothesis, what

2
1" .n

what are the asymptotic mean and variance of this test

statistic,
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(b) In the case of a composite hypothesis, what are the asymptotic

properties of -e , i,e" consistency, asymptotic normality,
n

rate of consistency, etc? Also, how does e compare with
n

other estimates based on the same information?

The reader interested in possible uses of this technique should

turn to Chapter 5 which treats some applications of this theory, The

main impetus for considering this problem was the Atkinson and Calfee

application of this test in the evaluation of certain learning models

which is discussed in Chapter 5.

The question of comparing the minimum-rr
2

test with other reasonable

competitors has been completely ignored here, as has been the question

of optimality of tests of any form in this situation, In view of the

results here obtained it would seem that considerable care should be

exercised in applying this test in practice,
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Chapter 2

Basic Notation, Definitions

and Elementary Results

In this chapter we lay down the basic notation to be used

throughout the remainder of the discussion and state some elementary

results which we shall need in the sequel.

Section 2.1

We shall always be working in the context of the rather general

situation described in (1.1) and shall continue to use the definitions

and 2
11 made there.

n
Since we

shall use vector and matrix notation constantly we make the convention

that unless transposed, all vectors are rows. If A is a matrix then

tr(A) and r(A) denote the trace and rank of A respectively. If x

is a vector then by D
x

we mean the diagonal matrix based On x in

the obvious way. Also Ilxll will denote the euclidean length of x.

Let e denote the vector of ones, e = (1, 1, ,1), and exp(x)

denote the exponential function.

eigenvalues interchangeably.

We shall use the words roots and---

By the notation N(a, B) we shall mean the multivariate normal

law with mean vector a and covariance matrix B. By "asymptotically

distributed as" we shall mean what is usually called convergence in

distribution of the relevant random variables, and it will be denoted

by L(x ) .... L(x).
n

x - N(a, B) means that x has N(a, B) as its

distribution law. 4



~ be defined as in (1.1) weLetting set ~ = (~, ... , ~ )
c
k

and M = (M
l

, ... ,~). Observe that ~ is the multinomial random

vector determined by the partition lllk of S and the observations

~l' ... , ~n' M is a vector of these multinomial vectors and con-

stitutes all the information from the sample ~l' ... , ~n which we

can use.

In (1.1) we defined p~(e), so in a manner analogous to the
l

definitions of

1
pre) = (p (e),

~ and M we set

N
,pre)).

k k
p (e) = (po(e), ... , p~ (e))

k
and

We define the following joint probabilities:

n ...

where i
k

= 0, ..., c
k

and k = 1, , N.

For the most part the parameter e only complicates the notation,

so we shall make a habit of supressing it unless it aids the discussion.

k£
POO
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and set P =

o

Note that We also define

and let

Then it is easy to see that we may write

I: D + P - p'p
p

Using these definitions we may write

form:

i(8)
n

in the following useful

2 1 -1. 1 ( ( ))'
>In(8) = £ (M - np (8)Dp (8) .,fi5. M - np 8
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For convenience later we let

1 N
c iii L: ckk=l

N
so that L: ck = Nc.

k=l

Finally, we shall have occasion to say that two partitions Olk

and en £ are independent. By this all we mean is that for all i

and j and BE e

We now proceed to state some simple properties of M.

Section 2.2

M is a (c
l

+ 1) + ... + (c
N

+ 1) = N(c + 1) dimensional

random vector, partitioned naturally into (~, ... ,~). It will

be convenient to let t denote an arbitrary Euclidean vector of the

same dimension) partitioned in a like manner.

Lemma 2.1:

If t is defined as above then the moment generating function

of M, ~ (t), is given by:
n

~ (t)
n

7

{ Nk} ~exp L: t. p. .
k=l lk ll" .lU

n



Lemma 2.2:

Simple computations establish these lemmas. It should be noted

that it was tacitly assumed in the above lemmas that there is a "true"

parameter ~E8 such that the distribution of M is determined by

p. . (~). The next lemma gives us the asymptotic distribution of M.
ll·· .IN

Lemma 3.3

If ~ is the "true" parameters then

L(J:... (M - np(~)) -> L(x)
/~

where x - N(OJE~). Note that x is a singular multivariate normal

random variable.

Proof:

The moment generating function of 1
-. (M - np)
I;;

is:

The quantity in brackets when expanded in a Taylor series becomes

k ) 2t. - pt' p. .
lk . ll·· .IN

I

8

1
+ 0(-)

n



where no(!) ~O uniformly for t in any fixed compact set. The
n

second term in this expansion vanishes because

N

r
k=l

Using this result we see that the third term of the expansion becomes

But (pt') 2 = (pt')' (pt') = tp' pt'. So we look at the first quantity

in the braces. It may be written as:

N

r
£=1

N

r
k=l

+ r
k=£

c
k

r
i =0

k

tD t' + tPt'
p

Putting everything together we find that the moment generating function

of .l.- (M - np) is given by:
In

9



which converges uniformly on compact t-sets to

which is the moment generating function for a N(O,E) law. Now apply-

the continuity theorem for moment generating functions we optain the

desired result.

Q.E.D.
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Chapter 3

Asymptotic Theory for a Simple Hypothesis

Section 3.1

Throughout this chapter we, of course, always assume that

In this case e is a singleton set so we have the representation

2

"n
1

=-

In
(M - np)

-1 .1D -
p In

(M - np)

Using this representation we can easily establish the next result.

Let

Theorem 3.1:

2
1t = xx! l..rhere x -

1 1

N(O D-2 l: D-2)
, p p

then unaer the null hypothesis we have

2 2L(:n: ) --> L(:n: )
n

Proof:

Let y - N( 0, l:), then by lemma 2.3 we have

L(~ (M - np)) --> L(y) .
In

But tD-l t' is a continuous function of t, so by a stanaara
p

result on convergence in aistribution we have

11



which establishes the theorem

Now let x = then -1yD y'
p

xx' , and furthermore

Q.E.D.

Corollary:

2
n is asymptotically distributed as a linear combination of

n

independent chi-square random variables with one degree of freedom

each. The linear weights are the non-zero eigenvalues of

Proof:

Let r be orthogonal and diagonalize so that

1 1

r'D-2Z D-2r
p p

But xx' =xfT1 X ' =xr(xr) zz' where z =xL z - N(O,D,J so

that zz' =2: 2 independentit at once follows that A-.u. where u. are
j J J J

N(O, 1) and the (A-jJ are the non-zero roots of

Q.E.D.

At this point we know the asymptotic distribution of 2
n up to
n

a complicated set of parameters, (A-.J, and so it is a reasonable
J

task to see what we can find out about these eigenvalues.

12



Section 3.2

In this section we shall list, in a series of lemmas, some

relevant properties of the roots of the matrix

Lemma 3.1:
1 1

Let icl , .". , icN( c+l) be the roots of D~2" D~2, then

ic
j

> 0 and at least .~x(ck) but no more than Nc of them are

positive.

Proof:

is a non-negative definite matrix since it is a

covariance matrix and hence its roots must be non-negative.

Now the number of positive roots is just the rank of

which is the same as the rank of since is

non-singular.

But for each k,

known to have rank c
k

"

k ' k
L

kk
= D k - (p ) p is matrix which is well

p
Hence there is a ckX c

k
submatrix of "kk

which has a non-zero determinant and hence for each k, " has a

c
k

X c
k

submatrix which has a non-zero determinant. So we have

Now let e
k

be a vector partitioned like M and of the form;

e
k

= (0, 0, , e, 0 ... 0)

k
th

slot of the partitioning of

where e = (1, 1, "., , 1) is in the

We note that the system (e
k

)

is orthogonal and hence independent. But we now observe that

13



epk.e _ k'.e
ep p .e

p
.e

p ~ 0

Since Z is (Nc + N) x (Nc + N) and by the above argument possesses

N independent vectors in its null space, the rank of Z cannot

exceed Nc.

Q.E.D.

In view of the last result, henceforth we shall ignore those N roots

which must be zero and label the A' s from 1 to Nc.

As an aid in stating and interpreting the next two lemmas, we let A

denote a random variable which is uniformly distributed over the

values AI' ... , ANc counting multiplicities. The moments of A

give us useful information about the (A.} themselves. In the next
J

two lemmas we shall derive the mean and variance of A.

Lemma ';.2:

E( A) 1

Proof:

(1 1)Nc -- --
I 1 2 2E(A) ~- I: A.~-trD ED •

Nc j~l J Nc P P N
l t;(I + D-~PD-~ - D-~ , D-~)
cp p pppp

l[Nc + N + 0 - tr(PD-lp')]
Nc p

~ l[Nc + N - pe' ]~ l[Nc + N - N]
Nc Nc

~ 1

Q.E.D.

14



Lemma 3.3:

Let then

Var(A) = ~c i'

Proof:

We consider

j~l A~ = tr(~~~= D~~r)
tr (= D-1=D-

1
)

P P

= tr[r + PD-1 _ p'e + PD-1 + PD-1pD-1 _ p'ePD-1
p p p p p

-1 ]- p'e - PDp p'e + p'ep'e

= Nc + N(N - 1) - 2ePe' + tr(PD-1PD-1 )
p p

But

Furthermore we have

k.e
ePe' = I L Pij

kl.e i,j
= N(N - 1)

15



also

Hence we have

Finally we have the result that

Nc 2
I !c,
j=l J

However

i' + N(N - 1)

Nc + i'

1
Var(!c) = Nc

Nc 2
I !C.
j=l J

- 1

Q.E.D.

The <J.uantity in lemma 3.3 is called the theoretical

mean-s<J.uare contingency between the two partitions 0( k and (I( 1,'

It is a common measure of association in contingency tables. Some of

its well-known properties are listed below.

(a)

(b)

(c)

o < ~p, ~ minick' cp,J

2
Tkp, = 0 if and only if Or. k and (){p, are independent

partitions as defined in Chapter 2.

2
Tkp, = mini ck ' c,tJ if and only if one of the partitions O1. k
and 011, is a subpartition of the other.

(d) If we let J:~ be the number of observations falling into
lJ

k I, 2
A. n A., then the obvious estimate of Tk,t'l J

16



~2
(;:~)2

Tk£ ~ I 2.L _ 1
i,j ;:i

1 J

has Some known properties. Its exact mean and variance are

complicated but known to various orders of magnitude.

For a thorough discussion of the reader should consult

Kendall and Stuart, Advanced Theory of Statistics, vol. 2, or Cramer,

Mathematical Methods of Statistics.

Using these facts and lemma 3.3 we can deduce further properties

of the A.' s.

Lemma 3.4:

A. ~ 1 for j ~ 1, .,. , Nc if and only if all of the partitions
j

are pairwise independent.

Proof:

2
Var(A.) ~O~>Tk£ ~O

independent for all k f £.

j ~ 1, ... , Nc.

for all k f £~ ark and m£
But Var(A.) ~ 0# A.. ~ 1 for

J

are

Q.E.D.

The next two lemmas give us upper bounds on Var(lc) which we

shall use in the next section to find bounds on the asymptotic

variance of

Lemma 3.5:

2:rr •
n

Assume that c
i

< c2 < < cN' then

17



N CklI k-· l
k=l NcJ

Proof:

Var()..)

2 N-l
=- I

Nc k=l

N

I
.&=k+l

N-l
< 2 '\'
- Nc L

k=l

2 N-l
=- I

Nc k=l

2 N
= - N I

Nc k=l

N

I
k=l

Ck }'kNc

Q.E.D.

The bound just attained is fairly complicated and it is hard to

see exactly how large it is. The next lemma gives us an idea of how

big this bound can get.

Lemma 3.6

t N Ck }
2N-Ik-.::::N-l

k=l Nc

and e~uality holds if and only if cl = c2

18
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Proof:

Ck }kNc
is maximized if and only if the choice of

minimizes
N

I
k=l

But
N

I
k=l

observe that

N

I
k=l

N N
I I
j=l k=j

N Ck ck
Hence {c

k
} minimize I k- if and only if minimize

k=l Nc Nc

N N
I I Pk
j=l k=j

N
subject to: Pk :: 0, I Pk = 1 and PI S ... SPNk=l

But it is a standard result that these conditions on (P
k

} imply that

PN
>10
-N

PN + PN- l
>5-
-N

+ ... + >N-lPN P2 - -N-

= 1

It is clear that since Pk :: 0
N N

we minimize I I Pk if and
j=l k=j

N
only if we minimize each of the sums I P

k
.

k=j
But from the above it is clear that this occurs if and only if

19



1
P =k N

for all k. So we find that
N

r
k=l

is minimized if and

not be, this minimum cannot be achieved.

exceed the minimum value found below.

only if But if c is not an integer, as it might
N c

kIn this case r k -- will
k=l Nc

We now evaluate this minimum

value.

N

r
k=l

k..£..
Nc

1 N(N + 1)
=

N 2
N + 1

2

Hence it follows that

9,.E.D.

Corollary:

o ~ Var(~) ~ N - 1, Var(~) = 0 if and only if the partitions are

pairwise independent and Var(~) = N - 1 if and only if the partitions

are identical.

If desired, higher moments of the ~'s may be computed by con-

sidering the trace of corresponding powers of as in the

proof of lemma 3.3. But even for the third moment this quickly

whichbut appear in the computation of the asymptotic moments of

becomes tedious. In themselves these moments are not too interesting

rr
2
n

we shall now consider.

20



Section 3.3

The following theorem gives us the asymptotic mean and variance

of 2rr .
n

Theorem 3.2:

Let
2n = XXI where x ~ N( 0, then:

(a) E(rr
2

) = Nc

(b) Var(rr
2

) = 2Nc[1 + Var(A)] = 2Nc[1 + ~c T
2

]

Proof:

E ( r(
2 )

Nc
(a) I A. Nc

j=l J

2 Nc
A~(b) Var(rr ) 2 I 2Ndl + Var()\)J

j=l J

In a completely straight-forward way other moments of

Q.E.D.

may

,be computed in terms of the moments of A. As a corollary to the last

result and lemma 3.6 we get a crude bound on the variance of

Corollary:

2
2Nc ~ Var(rr ) ~ N(2Nc)

2rr .

We observe that this upper bound is approached as the partitions

become more and more identical and is achieved only when they are, in

fact, identical. If the dependence between the partitions is small

as measured by 2
then Var(" )

21
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Section 3.4

By the chi-square associated with I shall mean a chi-square

distribution with Nc degrees of freedom. We can restate theorem 3.2

to assert

Lemma 3.7:

rr2 and its associated chi-square both have the same mean, but

the variance of rr2 is never smaller than that of the chi-square. The

variances agree if and only if the partitions are pairwise independent.

The relationship between rr2 and its chi-square is of interest because

in actual practice one might try to get an idea of the significance of

a value of rr2 by referring it to a chi-square table with Nc
n

degrees of freedom. Since the case in which the partitions are all

pairwise independent is not really of great applicability the next

theorem shows a basic limitation to this approximation.

Theorem 3· 3:

rr2 has a chi-square distribution if and only if the partitions

are pairwise independent and in this case it has Nc degrees of

freedom.

Proof:

If (J( l' ... , ()( N are pairwise independent then by lemma 3.4

1, ... , Nc and hence rr21 for j
Nc 2
I Zj where the Zj
j=l

are independent N(O, 1). So rr2 is chi-square with Nc degrees of
o

freedom.

22



Now suppose rr2 has a chi-square distribution with d degrees of

freedom. Let ~(t) be its characteristic function. Then

d

~(t) (1 - 2it)-~

But we also have

~(t)

A z2
j j'

Nc

IT
j=l

so

(1 -

1

This gives us two prime factorizations of the polynomial [~(t)J-~

and hence

d Nc and for all t and j

Hence A = 1 for j = 1, ... ,Nc and the desired result then
j

follows from lemma 3.4.

Q.E.D.

To examine the relationship between rr2 and its chi-square a bit

more closely we define

F(x) 2
= p( rr > xl

and let G(x) denote the corresponding quantity for the chi-square

distribution with Nc degrees of freedom. When referring to

a chi-square table when n is large, it would be desirable to know

at least what inequalities exist between F(x) and G(x) for the

23



relevant values of x. As distribution functions 1 -F(x) and

1 - G(x) both have the same mean but the variance of 1 - F(x) is

larger than that of 1 - G(x). Hence, intuitively it would appear

that for all x large enough we have

F(x) > G(x)

This would mean that by referring n2 to a chi-square table we will
n

under estimate the significance level of the test, at least for small

significance levels. In a sense this is a conservative approximation

since we shall reject the null hypothesis when it is correct more

often than we think we shall, and in the goodness-of-fit problem one

is often more interested in giving the null hypothesis a hard time

than its alternatives.

The above remarks are only intuitive observations and unfor-

tunately I do not have a rigorous proof for them. There are some

indications that they are correct in some respects and I shall discuss

these now.

Now whenN = 2 andConsider the case where c
i

= c
2

= c.

N = 2 we can say a bit more about the A's which makes them somewhat

easier to handle.

Theorem 3.4:

If N = 2 then the (Aj ) are symmetrically placed about I

between zero and two.

To prove this, one merely shows that the odd central moments of

A vanish, but a different point of view has to be adopted towards

24



the A's themselves which makes for more notation than is reasonable.

Hence we leave the details of this proof to the appendix .

... , z2c be independent and identically distributed

as

Let "J.'
N(O, 1). From theorem 3.4 we can set A =l-IJ

j j
j = 1, , c

Ac+j = 1 + OJ j = 1, ... , c where 0<0.<1
- J-

Then we have

F(x) = p(
;:>

(1 - o.)z-: +
. J J

c

I
j=l

(1 + IJ .)z2 . > xl
J C+J

G(x) p(
2c

I
j=l

2z. > xl
J

Now in the case of identity of at 1 and (J( 2 we have IJ j - 1, so

that

F(x)

G(x) p(X2 > x)
2c

where denotes a chi-square distributed random variable with cp

degrees of freedom. If we let x = 2y we get

F(2y) = p(X2 > y)
c

G(2y) = p(X2 > 2y)
2c

Direct examination of chi-square tables shows that for smaller

values of y, p(X2 > y)
c

is the lesser of the two, while for larger

values of y the reverse holds. If we let denote the point of

equality and p = p(X2 > y )
c c c then the following table gives

approximate values for these.

25



I c i Yc Pc I!
I 1 1.55 .21 I

I
2 2·5 .28
3 3·5 ·32

\

6 6.5 ·37
10 10·5 .398

I 20 20·5 .42
I 30 I 30·5 .43

These facts seem to support the earlier intuition at least in the case

of extreme dependence between the partitions, and suggest that for

the usual significance levels the approximation is conservative.

26



Chapter 4

Asymptotic Theory for a Composite Hypothesis

Section 401

In order to proceed with this case it is necessary to make some

assumptions concerning the nature of the functions and the

parameter space, 80 The assumptions made here are natural modifica-

tions to the multi-partition case of those made by Birch (1964)0

(A) 8 is a subset of Euclidean s-space with a non-void interior,

8 , and such that 8 is contained in the closure of 8,
o 0

( B)

(C)

s < Nco

For each eE8,

kp,(') is continuous in 8
l

ck
and ~ p~(e) = 10

i=O
and possesses a total differential

(D)

at each

Let (C
k

+ 1) x s

,

matrix, and set

a (Nc + N) x s matrixo Assume that for all eE8
d

, J e is

of rank sO

(E) For every E > 0 and e, e*E8 there exists 5 >0 such

that if lie - e*/I > E then IIp( e) - p(e*)/I > 5.

(F) 1\IE80
is the so called "true" parameter.

27



Observe that the inequality, s S Nc, in (A) follows from (D). If

we let e
k

be defined as in the proof of lemma 3.1, then we observe

that ekJe = 0, so that J e has at least N independent vectors in its

null space. Hence r(Je) S Nc. By requiring r(Je) = s it follows

that s < Nc.

Condition (B) insures that

all BEG.

is defined and is finite for

By condition (C) I mean that for each

as B* .... e in G we haveo

eEG
o

exists and

(e~ 
J

Ci ke.) dif"p.(e)
J j 1.

+ o(lle - e*ll)

o(lle - e*ll)where~ .... 0 as

Assumption (E) merely

lie - e*1I .... o.

says that p(. ) as a function of e, has a

continuous inverse on the image of G.

By condition (F) I shall mean that there is a parameter value,

~EGO' such that the measure p~ on < S,~ > induces the correct dis

tribution on the random vector M. Hence, p~ might not be the actual

distribution of the original random variables [Sj} but by looking only

at M, we can never ascertain that fact. I shall not consider the case

where ~ is not an interior point of G.

Condition (D) deserves a special discussion. As mentioned above it

implies that s S Nc, but it can imply much stronger restrictions on s

in special cases. For example, suppose that ;::: ... ;:::

and by some relabeling of the cells in the partitions we have

28



N= p (e)o This means, of course, that

Now asserting that r(Je) s implies that r(JeJe) = s, but

= s, However, it is a standard fact that

and since

we conclude that s < c,

1
eJe = 0 we also have 1

r(Je) :s c, hence

We observe that this fact in no way depends on the dependencies

between the various partitions but in the case of total identity of the

partitions the situation outlined in the last paragraph obtains and as

we might expect, one can estimate at most c parameters, The curious

fact is that the same thing may be true~ 2!~ partitions are

independent, Despite some of its bizarre consequences, assumption (D)

does have the nice property that it can be verified by only looking at

the functions

complicated

Section 402

instead of considering the typically more

In a manner similar to that of Birch (1964), within the context of

the above set of assumptions we make the following definition:

Definition: e is a minimum-rr 2 estimate of e if there exists a
n

sequence (e )
m

in e such that
o
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( a) lim e ~ em nm--'> 00

(b) lim ,,2( e ) inf ,,2(e) 2
~ "n m e nm--'> 00

For each fixed value of M the set

negative elements, and hence its infimum,

(,,2(e); eEe} has only non
n

2
" , always exists, and is

n

finite. Furthermore e has no isolated points from condition (A), so

for each value of M the sequence (e) can always be found. So we
m

conclude that at least one minimum-,,2 estimate always exists. There

are two minor difficulties. First, if e -is unbounded then e might
n

possibly be infinite. Second, there may exist more than one minimum_,,2

estimate. It will be a consequence of theorem 4.1 that the first prob-

lem occurs with a probability that goes to zero as n --,>00. The same

result also shows that any two choices of the sequence of estimates

(8) differ by an amount which goes to zero in probability even when
n

multiplied by ~. Hence, as regards their asymptotic properties they

are indistinguishable.

Section 4.3

The basic large sample argument which we shall consider in the

next few sections of this chapter is due to Birch who used it to prove

the Fisher-Pearson Theorem on the asymptotic distribution of the chi-

square goodness-of-fit test (1964). His argument will be seen to extend

without alteration to our more general situation. We shall also draw

on the elegant notion of "in probability" due to Pratt (1959) for which

Birch's lemmas seem singularly suitable. The essential feature of this

argument is the separation of the purely analytic from the purely
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stochastic elements of the problem, In this section we shall examine the

analytic aspects of the problem and there will be E2 references at all

to probabilistic considerations.

Throughout this section we shall use the 0, 0 notation already

and define

used in stating condition (C), and

Let

k
Let V

v~ ~ ° i ~ 0, .,. ,

k
(V O' ." ,

assume familiarity with it.
ck

k ~ 1, '" , N, and I v~
i~O l

L

I N
V ~ (V , ". , V ) •

Consider the function S2(v, e) given by:

Since rt
2 (e) ~ nS2(! M, e), it is natural to consider S2(v, e). V
n n

should be thought of as a particular value of ! M but is not random.
n '

Lemma 4.1: As e -->1jr and v -->p(1jr)

2
S (v, e) -1 '

(v - p(1jr) - (e - 1jr)J~)Dp(1jr)(V - p(1jr) - (e - 1jr)J*)

+ o( lie _ 1jr112 + Ilv _ p(1jr) 11 2)

Proof: Suppressing k for the moment, by (C) we have as e --> 1jr

Pi(e) ~ Pi(1jr) + ~ (e j - 1jrj)
J

Also, since p.(1jr) > ° and P.(·)
l l

is continuous at 1jr we have
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So it follows that as e --7 V,

as e --7 V

as e --7 V and

+ (v. - p.(V))20 (1) + (v. - P.(v))o(lle - vii)
1 1 1 1

Summing on i and reintroducing k we have

+ o(lle - v1l2) + Ilvk - l(v)1I2o(1)

+ o( IIvk - l(v) II lie - vii)

From the definition of 0 one can easily show

o(lle - v11 2) + o(lIe _ vllllvk - l(v)ll) + o(llvk _ pk(v)11 2)

~ o(lle - vl1 2
+ Ilv

k
- l(v)f)

In matrix notation this is written as:

k k -1 k k '
(v - p (e))D k (v - p (e))

p (e)
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Summing on k gives us the desired resulto

The expansion of 2
S (v, e) given above reveals the essential

structure of this function in the neighborhood of (p(*), *). It is not

too useful an expansion as it stands, but it leads to a very useful one

we derive in the next corollaryo For convenience we define the follow-

ing quantities

1

Ae
-2"

= Dp(e )Je

R2 (x) = x( I - A*(A~A*r\;)X'

1

f! = (v - P(*»)Dp(*)

Note that condition (D)

Corollary:

insures is non~singular~

2
S (v, e)

as f! --; 0 and e --; *.
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Proof:

(v - p(*) - (e - *)J~)D~(*)(V - p(*) - (e - *)J~)

(v - p(*) - (e - cp + cp - *)J')D-
I
( )(V - p(*) - (e + cp + cp - *)J')'

* p * *

= (Il - (e - CP)A,Jr - IlA*(A~A*)-IA~)( Il - (e - cp)A~ IlA*(A~A*)-IA~)'

= Il(I - A*(A~A*)-IA~)Il' + (e - CP)A~A*(e - cp)'

- 21l[I - A*(A~A*)-IA~]A*(e - cp)'

The last term is seen to vanish, so all that remains is to examine the

"order of magnitude" terms in the expansion of lemma 4.1.

But Il --> 0 ~ v --> p(*) and by the ck - inequality we have

where a is a constant. Hence we have

_ cplj2 + 2al!!:11 2 + ~ I~

lie - cpf + 1111112

< some fixed constant .

From this it quickly follows that

as Il --> 0 and e -->*. Putting everything together the desired result

follows.

Q.E.D.



-In analogy to en we make the following definition. For each

value of V let e( v) be any value in the closure of 8o such that

there exists a sequence [e ] in 8 with the property that
m 0

(a) lime
m

m-> 00

e(v)

(b)

In the rest of the discussion we shall always assume that for each v,

a fixed choice of the value of e(v) has been made--if there are more

than one possible value for e(v). The next result, which is Birch's

main lemma, shows that all choices of e(v) give the same asymptotic

properties.

Proof: We want to show that V E > 0, 3 5 > ° such that if

Ilv - p(1J.r) II < 5 then Ile(v) - cpll < Eilflil. It will suffice to prove that

V E > 0, 35 > ° such that if' Ilv - p(1J.r) II < 5 then

inf S2(v, e) > S2(v, cp)
II e-cpll > Eilflll

and therefore there existThis is because S2(v, cp) ~ inf S2(v, e)
8

points in 8
b

arbitrarily close to e(v), call them [e ], such that
m

for all m

inf S2(v,
Ile-cpli > EIlflll

and hence for all m Ilem - cpll < Ellflil. But this means Ile(v) - cpll :s Ellflil.
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So pick e > 0 and fix it for the rest of the argument. By (D)

J~ is of rank s, and hence A*A~ is positive definite.

its least eigen-value, therefore \ > O.

Let \ be

By the above corollary 3 °
1

and 11
1

> 0 such that if

Ilv - p(~) II < °1 and lie - cpll < 11 1, eee, then

and hence we have

Case 1: Consider first eee such that

and suppose Ilv - p(~)11 < °1 , then we have

= R2 (1l) +
2\ lie _ cpll2 _ e2\

2 111111
2

2 + e2 2 + e

> R
2

(1l) + 2\e2
111111

2
-

e2A,
111111

2

2 + e2 2 + e2



But using the other half of the inequality we get

Hence if Ilv - p(ljI) II < °1 we have

inf S2(v, e) > S2(v, ~)
EII>-'II< Ile-~llql

Case 2: Now consider eEe such that

lie - ~II :: III

By (E) there exists 11 2 > ° such that if

then IIp(e) - p(ljI) II > 11
2

, Furthermore v .... p(ljI) implies that

2
S (v,~) .... 0, Hence there exists 52 > 0 such that

Ilv - p(ljI) II < 52

and if

b 'II' II <:"]; " 2 ( , 1 2then oth ~ - ljI 2 <'1 and S v,~) <4112'

So now assume II V - p( 1jf) II < °
2

, and we have:

1
lie - 1jf11 > Ille - ~II - II~ - 1jf1l1 ::2: III

Hence IIp(e) - p(1jf) II > 11 2 ,
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But 0< pk(e) < 1 so it follows that
l

S2(V, e) > Ilv _ p(e)112

> Illp(e) - p(\jf) II - Ilv _ p(\jf) II 1
2

inf S2(v,
II e-cpll.2'1)1

2
e»s(v,cp)

Letting ° ~ min(ol' °2 ) concludes the argument.

Q.E.D.

Section 4.4

In this section we begin to examine the stochastic elements of the

problem. The main tool is Pratt's notion of "in probability" which we

assume is familiar to the reader, see [Pratt (1959)]. We shall use the

following standard notation.

x o (r ) iff 't E, °> a 3 N such thatn p n

n > N=? p[ Ix /r I < 5] > 1 - E
- n n -

x o (r ) iff 't E > a 3 I) > a and N such thatn p n

n > N=} P[ Ix /r I < I)] > 1 - E
- n n -

In applying Pratt's theory we need a sequence of probability spaces

< X , B , P >, so in the sequel it will be understood that X is then n n n

set of all possible values of ~ M, B is the class of all subsets of
n n
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X since X is finite, and P
n n n

by P\jr' Also let X ~ X Xn ,
n~l

The result obtained in this
N -"2
EJ about \jr in powers of n
n

N

of EJ are simple corollaries,
n

will be the measure induced on B
n

section is the classical expansion of

From it the main asymptotic properties

1

Yn ~ rn(~ M - P(\jr))D~Z\jr)

and

Proof: Let V be a point in X, and define SeX by
n n

Also define T c X by:

1

T ~ {(VI' V2 ' 00' )EX: 8(vn ) - \jr - (Vn - P(\jr))DJ\jr)B\jr ~ 0 (~)} ,

But V - p(\jr)
n

and
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Hence by lemma 4.2 we have

SeT.

But by lemma 2,3 we have

1
= Op(~)'and hence - M - p(1Jt) This means, in Pratt's terminology,

n

that S "occurs in probability," and because SeT it follows that T

must also occur in probability. But this is the same thing as saying

Q.E.D.

Section 4.5

We make a slight detour at this juncture to discuss various

"information matrices" which arise in the analysis of the asymptotic

properties of 2
n

n
and

~

e .
n

Associated with the system of partitions, Oll' .,. ,QrN' and the

sequence of random variables (~j) is a set of random variables

Ul , ••. ,UN defined by

It immediately follows that

i ~ ~l E { i=O,,, •. ,Ck

= l(e)
l
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Now consider the following s-dimensional random vector

d k ( ,), ~ log Pu *)
s k

Various covariance matrices involving will arise in the

later sections of this chapter, so we define them now,

We observe that Ikk is the usual Fisher information matrix associated

with the partition ark'
The following lemma gives us formulas for I k£ and ~£'

(b)
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Proof: (a) The (i, j) th component of 11<.£ is

E(d~i log P~k(1jr) d~j log :r;.e (1jr»)

= E {[p~k(1jr)rl d~i P~k(1jr)[:r;.e (1jr)]-1 ()~j (1jr)}

k -1 () k .e -1 () .e k.e)
= L (po:(1jr» 'de." po:(1jr)(PI3(1jr» de. PI3(1jr)POl3(1jr

a,13 ~ J

= ((J~) 'D-~ ~D-i ~)
P (1jr) P (1jr) ij

which is what we wanted to show.

(b) The (i, j)th component of ~ is

m£
_ k -1 () k km Pay (1jr).e 1 () .e- L [P

13
(1jr)] de." P

13
(1jr) L p

l3a
(1jr) L--'m"'--- [p/1jr)]- de." py (1jr)

13 ~ 0: y po:(1jr) ~

= ((Jk) 'D- l pJutn-l pm£D- l .r)
1jr pk (1jr) 1jr pm(1jr) 1jr /(1jr) 1jr ij

and the lemma is proved.

Q.E.D.
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We observe as a corollary the following facts:

Corollary: (a)

Proof:

N
AlA ~ I I

\(r \(r k~l kk

1 1

(b) A*D~~\(r)P Dp(\(r)A\(r ~ k~.t 1M

(a)

(b)

Section 4.6

We return to the main stream of the argument now, and establish two
~

important asymptotic properties of e --consistency and asymptotic
n

normality.

Theorem 4.2: (a)
~

e --> \(r in probability
n

Proof: (a) From Theorem 4.1 we have

~ 1 ( 1 )e ~\(r+-y'B +0-
n /- n1lr p r

)In· 1/n



where y =
n

But from lemma 203 we get

1 1

L(Yn) -> N( 0, D~r'ir)Z'irD~r'ir))

and hence Y = ° (1). Therefore we have
n p

-e = 'ir +
n (1) (1)° - + 0 -

P ,!;i P ,!;i

This means that 9 = 'ir + 0 (1) which proves (a).
n p

(b) ,!;i(9 - 'ir) = Y B + 0 (1), and we already know that
n n'ir p

1 1

L(Yn) -> N( 0, D~r'ir)Z'irD~r'ir)).

So it follows from a standard large sample argument that

1 1

B~DJ'ir)Z'irD~r'ir)B'ir )

But B'ir = A'ir(A~A,)-l so this covariance matrix can be written as:

1 1

(A'A )-lA'[I + D-2 P D 2
'ir'ir 'ir p p
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Now we notice that

1

A'D 2p ' J'D-lp' = Jl e '
'if p 'if p 'if

II 0 k
(')e

l
Pi

1 k i 0

= ((Jt)' , ' ., , (IN)')
'if

1 II 0 k
0de Pi

k i s

This orthogonality relationship allows us a bit of simplification, the

covariance matrix becomes:

1 1

A'D-2P D-2A ](A'A )-1
'ifp p'if 'if 'if

Applying the corollary to lemma 4.3 concludes the proof.

Q,E.D.

-We note that if N = 1, then e is just the minimum· chi-square
n

estimate and from Theorem 4.2 it follows that its asymptotic covariance

matrix is just
-1

Ill' a standard result. It follows that if

then is the asymptotic covariance matrix for the minimum.. chi-square

estimate of e based on O(k' alone.

Section 4.7

We now use the results of the previous sections to obtain the

asymptotic distribution of 2rr •
n



Proof: As in Theorem 4.1 we shall use Pratt's "in probability" notions.

Let V be a point of X as before and define seX by
n n

and define T c X by:

2n inf S (V , e)
a n

Now suppose that for each v, a value of a(v) has been chosen, then

there exists a sequence (a (V))
n

such that

a (v) E e
n 0

Suppose that (vl ' v2 ' •.• ) E S, then Vn - p(~)

the proof of Theorem 4.1 we have

46
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1

9(vn) ~ * + ('In - P(*»D~r*)A*(A~A*)-l + o(~)

and hence the same expansion is valid for 9 ('1)0 But this means
n n

9 ~ V ) -; * so by the corollary to lemma 401 we have:n n

28('1,9('1»n n n + O(L)A'A oIl) + 0(0(1) + 0(1»Fn**rn: n n

Now we have

10(-) 0

n

1

~ n R
2

((Vn - P(*»Dp(*» + 0(1)

and hence ('11 , '12 ' 000 )ETo Thus 8 c To Again 8 occurs in proba

bility by lemma 203, and consequently so does To But this means that:

and the desired result follows.

2(f l
n R \- M . n

1

P(*»Dp(\[J» + a (1)
p

Theorem 403: Let rr2 ~ x(I - A (A'A )-lA')x ' where
1 1 \/fiji \II *-" -"x - N(O, Dp(\II)Z\IIDp(*» then under the null hypothesis we have

( 2, . 2)L rr } -; L( rr 0

n
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Proof: If then

L( y ) --> L( x)
n

and hence L[Yn(I - A1jr(A~A1jr)-IA~)Y~]-->L[X(I - A1jr(A~A1jr)-IA~)X']o But

rt 2 ~ R2(y ) + 0 (1) so by a standard large sample argument
n n p

2 2L(rt ) --> R (x) .
n

Q.E.D.

In analogy to the corollary of Theorem 3.1 we state the following

corollary of Theorem 4.3.

Corollary: rt
2

is asymptotically distributed as a linear combination of
n

independent chi-square random-variables with one degree of freedom each.

The linear weights are the non-zero eigenvalues of

1 I

(I - A1jr(A~A1jr) -IA~)Dp(1jr)Z1jrDJ1jr) (I - A1jr(A~A1jr) -IA~)

Proof:

have

and set Then we

Let r be orthogonal and diagonalize F1jr61jrF1jr i.e., f I F1jr61jrF1jrf ~ ~o

2
Then we have rt ~ z z' where z ~ N(O, D~) .
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Hence rr2 can be written as a linear combination of chi-square random

variables with one degree of freedom and the non-zero roots of

as the linear weights.

The next theorem is a partial analogue to Theorem 3.3 in that it shows

that pairwise independence of the partitions is a sufficient condition

for rr 2 to have an asymptotic chi-square distribution with Nc - s d.f.
n

Theorem 4.4: are pairwise independent then is

asymptotically distributed as a chi-square random variable with Nc - s

degrees of freedom.

Proof: If 01.1 ' .0. ,OlN are pairwise independent then for k f j, we

have

Consequently

P - pip

( 1) I 1
- p p

o

49
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v = p'p - p

then the ~'s are the roots of

1 1

(I ~ C )(1 ~ D:2V D:2)(I - C )
1Jr p p 1Jr

Now we observe that

But

1

= D~2V D-IJ (A'A )-lA'
p p1Jr1Jr1Jr 1Jr

=

o

o

o

o

N·(p ) e

50
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Hence

(ll 'e 0
1

J
lJr

V D-IJ =
P lJr

0 (pN)'e ~

(pl)' e J~

=

Ni ?(p ) e lJr

But e J~ = (1, .• 0 , o. So we have

With this simplification we find that the A's are the roots of

ClJr + C~

ClJr so the A's are the roots of
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Now we observe that

C1jJ + c~ -

But So is symmetric and

idempotent and therefore only has zeros and ones as eigenvalues" Its

trace .gives us the number of ones and this is easily seen to be Nc·· so

From this the theorem follows,

Section 4,8

In this section we shall state some relevant properties of the roots

(A. • ) as before,
J

Lemma 4,5: A. > 0 and at least r( L,,) - sj ~ , •

min(r(L1jJ)' Nc + N - s} of them are positive.

:max( ck } :5 r(L1jJ) 5: No, so we know that at most
k

postive.

but no more than

We remember that

Nc of the A..
,J

are

Proof:--- We note that the number of non-zero roots of F1jJ"'1jJF1jr is the bame

as the number of non-zero roots of We also see
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since F1jr is symmetric and idempotent. Furthermore

Now apply Sylvester's rank inequalities and we get

Q.E·IJ·

It is possible that the bounds in the last lemma might be improved,

but I have not been able to do so.

We now compute two simple functions of the

us the asymptotic mean and variance of 2" .n

CA.} which will give
J

Lemma 4.6: Nc -:5 where

We note that from an argument made in the proof

Proof: q

1 1
-2' -2

and Q ~ Dp(1jr)P Dp (1jr)'

of part (b) of Theorem 4.2

we have

q C ~ a
1\1

f), j ~ tr(F1jr61jrF1jr) ~ tr(F1jr61jr)

tr[(I - C1jr)(I + Q - q'q)J

~ tr[I - q'q + Q C1jr - C1jrQJ

= Nc + N - N + a - tr[C1jr(I + Q)J
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So we examine

1 1

tr[C'!J(1 + Q)] ~ tr[A'!J(A~A'!J)-\y(1 + D:
2

P Dp
2)J

1 1

~ tr[(A~A'!Jrl(A~A'!J + A~D:P D::\)]

~ tr[ I \:k -1 I 11<£ J
k k,£

where

Proof: Using the notation of the last lemma we have:

A simple computation using the most elementary properties of the trace

operator gives us:
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But we have:

kJiqQ,q' = e Pe' = L: L: Pij = N(N - 1)
k=£ i, j

from the proof of lemma 3.3.

tr(c*Q,) = tr[C*(I + Q,)] - tr(c*)

'" tr[ (A~A*)-lA~(I + Q,)A*] - tr[ (A~A*)-lA~A*]

= tr[( L: Ikkj-l L: IkJi ] - s .
k k,£

1 1

tr(~I,Q,2) = tr[(A'A )-lA'D-2P D-1P D-2A ]
, ** \lip P P *

= tr[(~·Ikk)-l(J~D;lp D;lp D;lJ*)]
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But

= I Jm -2II -II
k,£ ,m k£ k1£ k£ k kk

.- L Jm - 2 I Ik£ + I Ikkk,£,m k£ k£ k

Now we put everything together and get:

IA~ = Nc + N(N - 1) - s - 2N(N - 1) + T: + N(N - 1)
j J •

- 2 tr[(I Ikk j-1( I Ik£jJ + 2s + tr[(I Ikkj-1( I Ik£)J2
k k,£ k k,£

- 2 tr[(tIkkj-1L~.e Ik£)] + s - 2 tr[(t Ikkj-1(Jm J~jJ

+ 4 tr[(t Ikkj-1(I Ik£jJ - 2s

= Nc + T~ + tr {[(t Ikkj-1L~ Ik£j r} -2 tr[(t Ikk)-l(Jm ~ lJ
Q.E.D.

Section 4.9
In this section we compute the asymptotic mean and variance of

2
11: •

n
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Theorem 4. 5 : Let where x - N(O, then

= 2{NC + T~ + tr

= Nc - tr[( L lll)-l( L Ike)]
k k,£

[(~ Ikk)-l(k~ Ike )]22Var(rt )

(a)

(b)

- 2 tr[( L I kk) -l( L ~)J}
k k,£ ,m

Proof: (a) and (b) 2Var(rt )

We shall end this section by discussing a bound on E(rt 2) which

may be usefuL

Lemma 4.8:

Proof: All inequalities on matrices will be in the sense of non-negative

definiteness. We have

>0

since L Ike:: ° and hence
k,£

so the lower bound is easy.
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Now is the notation of section 4.5 let

S =
.

then we have

I I = IE(S'S ) = E(S'S)
k kk k kk

E(e S)'(e S) = E(S'e'e S) .

Consequently we want an upper bound for

1 1

tr[(E(S'S))-2 E(S'e'e S)(E(S'S))-2]

I
1
N e' e, it is well known that this matrix is non-negative

definite, hence

Consider

S'(1 - ~ e'e)S::: 0



and

E[S'(I - ~ e1e)SJ ~ 0

so

E(S'S) ~~ E(S'e'e S) •

It follows that

I
\ 
I

Hence

1

N I ~ [E(S'S)J 2 E(S'e'e

1

S)[E(S'S)J 2

Q.E.D.

on

As a consequence of this lemma we get the following crude bound

Corollary: Nc - Ns 50 E(1l
2

) < Nc

The lower bound is reasonably satisfying since it will be achieved

when the partitions are identical. However, the upper bound seems too

large and one would like to replace it by something like Nc - s since

this is the value of E(1l2 ) in the case where the partitions are all

pairwise independent. That this cannot be done follows from this

example.
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Example: Let N = 2, s = 1, cl = c
2

= 2 and suppose the following

matrix displays all the relevant joint and marginal probabilities in the

obvious way

"'f 8 1 - 288

8 P P 8 - 2p

8 P P 8 - 2p

1 - 28 8 - 2p 8 - 2p 1 + 4(p - 8)

One can easily show that

2
8(1 - 28)

and

Thus we get

larger than Nc - 1

ismay be less than one, so1
0<8<3,0

3. In fact ° can get arbitrarily close to zero

inSince

for various values of p and 8.

Section 4.10

In this section some additional questions concerning the estimate,

8 , are considered.
n

To begin with, because of the very close relationship of the present

work to the arguments used in the standard minimum chi-square theory,

many facts about minimum chi-square estimates are also true in slightly
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modified forms for 8. In particular, the almost sure convergence
n

established under very simple conditions by Rao (1955) also holds for

8. The condition necessary for this is that 'V E > 0 3 [) > 0 such
n

that 18 - 801 > E implies

- p( 8 ))' > [) .o

Similarly, in analogy to a standard result in minimum chi-square

theory, one may show that if q is the true vector of theoretical

proportions for l: M then
n '

-8
n

converges to that value in the closure

of e which minimizes the value of

I omit the proofs of these last two facts since they are ~xactly the

same as the corresponding proofs for the minimum chi-square estimate.

Next we consider two possible competitors for -8 0

n
The comparison"

as far as it goes, is based on the asymptotic variances of the estimates,

Of course, one can always improve upon -8
n

by using more information

from the original observations so I shall consider only certain estimates

which are functions of M. In particular, I shall examine the two esti-

mates described below,

(a) Let

and let

-8 be the minimum chi-square estimate based onO{k alone,
n,k . N

a ~ (aI' , •• ,~) where ak ::: 0 and I C1k ~ L Then define
k~l

EJ (a)
n
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e k' their average value.n,

The

and

most obvious estimates of this form

1 N- L
N k=l

are: each en,k
individually

(b) Let and let
~( i)e

n
i = 1, .•• , s be that

minimum chi-square estimate of ei possessing the smallest asymptotic

variance of the N possible minimum chi-square estimates. Then define

e
n

Evidently, there are many other estimates one might consider, but

these two are reasonable and about the simplest possible. Note that in

all of this discussion we are assuming that and that

The Fisher lower-bound for the asymptotic vari~ce of any regular,

consistent, asymptotically normal estimate of e which is only a function

of M is too difficult to compute due to the complicated nature of the

distribution of M. It would be nice to have this quantity available

It can be found inin order to establish the overall efficiency of e
n

the case of independent partitions and, as one might suspect, agrees with

the asymptotic covariance matrix of e in that case.
n

Recall that, in general, the asymptotic covariance matrix of e is
n

If the partitions were all independent, it follows that this simplifies

to
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Now it is a standard matrix inequality that in the non-negative definite-

ness sense if I
kk

> 0 k = 1, •• , , N then for any k

But -1I
kk

is the asymptotic covariance matrix of e
n,k Hence it follows

that in the case of independent partitions e is better than each
n

e
n,k

and consequently is better than
A

e •
n

The next lemma and corollary are relevant to the present discussion.

Lemma 4.9: If \k > 0 k = 1, ••. , N then

1 N
- 2:
N k=l (

N )-1I-I > 2: I 2:
kk - k=l kk k,£ Ikf

S = 0 kProof: Let log pU (1\r) k = 1, 0> • , N then E( S0 = 0 andk
k

E(SkS£ ) =\,g let

Sl

S =

SN

N
Then 2: I kk = E(S'S) and

k=l

2: Ikf - E(S'e'e S)
k,£



Now we observe that

r- 1 e'e>O
N

so that we have

1s'(r - Ne'e)S ~ 0

and hence

E[s'(r - 1 e'e)S] > 0
N

Therefore we have

E(S'S) >1 E(S'e'eS)
- N

from which it follows that

But from the convexity of the inverse function for positive definite

matrices it follows that

and the desired result follows.
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We have at once the following corollary.

Corollary: If III = INN then

This corollary can be interpreted as: if the partitions are equally

informative then 8 is better than each 8, and therefore better
n q,k

A

than 8 0 Note that the last result does not depend at all on the inde
n

pendence of the partitionso It seems clear that for "nearly" independent

partitions or for "nearly" equally informative partitions 8 should be
n

better than 8n,k
and hence

A

8 0

n

The following example shows that in the case of s = 1 the best

minimum chi-square estimate can be better than

show it can be worse.

8 0

n
The above results

Example: Let N = 2, s = 1, c2 = c = 2 and the relevant joint

and marginal probabilities be given by the following matrix in the

obvious wayo

I
,,_---------;00..------'-----.

8

II 8

1 - 28

Pl P2 8 - P - P21

Pl P2 8 - Pl - P2

8 - 2p 2(8 - P2) 1 - 58 + 2(P l + P2)1 '-

where 1
0< 8 < 3' and



Think of 8 as a parameter and Pl , P2 as unspecified functions of 8

satisfying the above rather weak conditions.

Let D ~ 8
2

(1 - 28)(1 - 38) and P ~ Pl + P
2

then some calculation

shows us that

III ~ 38(1 - 28)/D

1
22

28(1 - 38)/D

Hence the asymptotic variance of 8 is
n

(4p + 58 - 248
2

)D

82 (5 _ 128)2

Now we observe that for all 8

so that 8
n,l

is uniformly better than -
8 2"n,

But now we observe that

the asymptotic variance of is smaller than that of

if 8(5 - 98)
P >6(1- 28)" For

8n,l

0<8<3 we have

8
n

if and only

and consequently the condition that insures

than 8
n

8 8( 5 - 98~
> 6( 1 28

8 is uniformly better
n,l

is compatible with the other restrictions on 8, P
l

and P
2

"
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If s = 1 from lemma 4.9 we can conclude that

so we know that e is always better than the worst minimum chi-square
n

estimate, but the above example shows that it may not be better than the

best one.

If s > 1 the situation can arise in which one partition is very

informative about one parameter and uninformative about a second param-

eter while just the reverse can hold for a different partition. In this

case the two information matrices would be non-comparable and the quanti-

ties
-1

mint I kk}
k

The above

-1
and max(Ikk} would be meaningless.

k
discussion shows that for some situations

~

f3
n

is better

than f3 and for others it is worse. Also it shows a similar state of
n

affairs obtains for the best minimum chi-square estimate (Which is a

special case of e (ex))
n

when compared to f3 •
n

Using the asymptotic expansion for each e and a standard large-n,k

sample argument one can easily establish the next theorem.

Theorem 4.6: L[/n(e (ex) - 0/)] ---; N(o, 1\(ex)) where
n

This gives us the general form of the asymptotic covariance matrix

~

of f3 (ex), but because of our earlier discussion we know there exists no
n
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simple relationship between it and the asymptotic covariance matrix of

e. However) in the special case of independent partitions we do have
n

a nice result.

Theorem 4.7: If ~l' ••• '~N are pairwise independent then

better than e(a) for any a.
n

Proof: If 0[1' ••• ,Q(N are pairwise independent then

-e
n

is

A(a)

and

NI 2-1
k=l ~\k

so we want to show that for all a

Now without loss of generality suppose that a
l

> 0, ••• , ~ > 0,

~+l = 0, ••• , aN = ° for some MS N, then we observe that

)-1 (N
Ikk ~ I

k=l

so all we need to establish is that
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Now let E
k

> 0, then we want to show that

But this last relation holds because of the convexity of the inverse

function for positive definite matrices,

In the special case where

-that e
n

k ~ 1, 00' ,N one might think

could be shown to be better than e (0:), .but except in the
n

special case proved below I have not been able to do so in general,

Theorem 408: If N 2 and s 1, e
n

is better than e k'n,

Proof: In this case all the matrices reduce to real numbers, so we let

1..
1J

We want to show that

1
1; L

i,j

-1 -1
a .. a ..a .. >

11 lJ JJ - ( La..) ~(L aoo )2
. . lJ I'. II1,J 1

2
But we observe that (all - a22 ) 2: 0 and hence that

(all + a22 )2 2: 4alla22 , Since a ii > 0 we have
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all + 2a12 + a22
4an a22

1
But '4 L

i,j
proved.

-1 -1
a .. a .. a .. ;::

11 1J JJ

all + 2a12 + a22
4an a22

and hence the theorem is

Q.E.D.

The upshot of this discussion is that in deciding which of the

various estimators proposed here to use a considerable amount of work

must be done--so much that in practice the problem will probably be

ignored.
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Chapter 5

An Application and Example

Section 5.1

In attempting to develop a statistical tool that would be widely

applicable in the analysis of complicated stochastic learning models,

Calfee and Atkinson (1965) suggested a goodness-of-fit measure on which

the present results have a direct bearing. In this section, I shall

develop their measure in a fairly general framework, and relate it to my

results. Their procedure is also discussed in some detail by Atkinson,

Bower, and Crothers (1965).

Suppose there is a zero-one valued, discrete-time, stochastic

process (Y
t

, t = 1, , •• } from which we can observe n independent

sample paths. Also suppose there is a "model" for (Y
t

} which gives

us its probability distribution up to some parameter BEe. Suppose

further that (Y
t

} absorbs at zero with probability one both in fact and

according to the llmodel," i 4< e .. , for each eE@

1 infinitely often} = 0 •

This set-up is an idealization of the data from a simple paired-associate

learning experiment where subjects are run until they meet a criterion,

and only errors and successes are recorded. Typically, the subject-item

protocols are assumed to be independent sample paths from the same under

lying stochastic process representing the abstract learning process. This
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is clearly an assumption that mayor may not be satisfied by a particular

set of data. Observe that a "model" for the learning process is not

amenable to this analysis unless it is complete enough to give us the

probability distribution of the process (Ytl, at least in principle.

In this rather general framework, it is desired to construct a

statistical test of the adequacy of the "model" in accounting for the

observed sample paths from (Yt ). Because Yt eventually takes on only

the value zero, it is intuitively clear that the only information con-

tained in an observation on (Ytl is the behavior of the sample path

before absorption. So if m is large enough, it seems plausible that

we shall get almost all of the information in a sample path from its

initial segment of length m. Hence we partition the observed sample

paths of (Yt ) on the basis of the 2m possible outcomes of

Yl , ... , Y , and ignore everything that happens after Y . If it is
m m

then feasible to compute all of the values of

we are in a position to construct the obvious chi-square goodness-of-fit

test based on this particular partition of the observations. In doing

so, we obtain a test of the "model" having a number of known properties

as well as a consistent estimate of the parameter, e. However, in

actual practice there are some practical difficulties with this procedure.

(a) If m ~ 5 the theoretical probabilities

become quite numerous and hard to compute.
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(b) If m~ 5 then 2m
~ 32 and there are typically many cells with

very small expected values and frequencies, even with two or three hundred

subject-items.

(c) If m~ 4, then we are ignoring a large part of the data from

each subject-item which may have an important bearing on the "model" in

question.

As a partial solution to these problems, Calfee and Atkinson (1965)

suggested a simple modification of the above chi-square procedure.

Choose m small enough so that the first two difficulties are not

critical and large enough so that initial segments of length 2m contain

most of the interesting data from the sample paths. Now form the following

two partitions of the observations. The first, as before, is based on

the 2m possible outcomes of Y
l

, ..• , Y
m

• The second is the partition

based on the 2m possible outcomes of Ym+l , .•• , Y2m• Now form the

chi-square expressions for each of these partitions, add them together,

and minimize the resulting sum over all 8E8. This minimized sum is then

treated as a goodness-of-fit statistic in a manner analogous to the pre-

viously mentioned chi-square statistic.

It is obvious that this procedure is a special case of the one

analyzed in the previous chapters of this dissertation. The restrictions

to two partitions of equal size based on non-overlapping sequences are

more or less irrelevant but do simplify the discussion.

Section 5.2

In this section, I shall use some of the results of the previous

chapters to analyze part of the data presented by Calfee and Atkinson
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(1965). It should be clear from the results in the previous chapters

that exact significance levels et cetera are typically not feasible even

asymptotically, so one must be content with a crude analysis which does

little more than support intuitions that obviously present themselves

upon a glance at the data. From the results of Chapter 4 crude, but

useful, bounds on the asymptotic mean of rr 2 are obtained. Furthermore,

by considering the asymptotic distribution of rr2 in the two seemingly

extreme cases of stochastic independence on the one hand and complete

identity of the two partitions on the other, we can get a rough idea of

the significance levels attained by a particular set of data.

In the Calfee-Atkinson paper, five stochastic models for paired-

associate anticipation learning experiments are examined. They ran three

separate groups of subjects, the only difference between the experimental

conditions of the groups being the length of the list of items, which

were nine, fifteen, and twenty-one respectively. For three of the models,

a minimum-rr2 measure of fit was computed for each of the three experi-

mental groups. The two partitions used to construct this test were those

determined by trials two through five and trials six through nine. The

reason for omitting trial one in the analysis was that this is a guessing

trial and no information about the learning process can be obtained from

it. The three models which are examined in this manner are: the "linear"

model (L), the "all or none" model (AN) and the "long-short memory

model with three parameters" (LS-3). This is not the place to develop

the details of these models so I shall assume the reader to be familiar

with them as the relevant papers are readily accessible. I shall try to

use Atkinson and Calfee's terminology whenever it is convenient.
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Table 1 gives the minimum-rr2 values for each experimental group along

with the number of parameters estimated for each model and the number of

subject-items that went into the computation of the minimum-rr
2

values for

each experimental group.

Table 1

model no. parameters 9 items 15 items 21 items

L 1 99.0 383.2 609.4

AN 1 63.8 82.3 97.8

LS-3 3 35.1 29·5 28.8

no. subject-items 225 375 525

I shall use the phrase "under model L" or "under the LS-3 model"

to mean under the hypothesis that the particular model mentioned is

"correct" in the sense of Chapter 1. No mention of the particular model

meant will be made if there is no possibility of confusion. Further

more, the terms "significance" and "significance level ll will be used

strictly in the technical sense of the probability, under the model in

question, of exceeding the observed value of the random variable whose

significance is being discussed. These random variables will be either

a minimum-rt
2

value or some function of several minimum-n
2 values~

Functions of minimum-rr2 values arise due to the following problem.

For each of the three models, we can observe three, independent

minimum-,,2 values, one from each experimental group. We would like to

use all three simultaneously to make some statement as to the adequacy

of the model in accounting for the observed data. Atkinson and Calfee
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ignored this problem and merely used the sum of the three minimum-n2

values as an overall measure of fit of each modelo This seems natural

in view of the fact that the chi-square expressions for the two partitions

were added to obtain the minimum-n2 value. However, a priori, there are

a ~iad of different methods one could use to combine the observed

minimum-n2 values into an overall measure of fit. Perhaps the most

obvious besides adding them is to take their maximum. It is clear that

similar remarks hold for our original decision to add the chi-square

expressions for each partition. We could have done many other things

However, given that we made the choice in the definition of

including taking the maximum for each value of 8E8 and minimizing the

n2
n

result.

that we did, there is still the problem of combining the results from

independent experiments. I do not wish to deal with this general sta-

tistical problem here, and consequently I shall merely report the

significance levels attained for the sum of the three n
2 values and for

their maximum.

The linear model (L) is unique among the three in being the only

one considered for which the event of an error on one trial is independent

of errors on other trials and hence the two partitions being based on

non-overlapping sequences of trials are stochastically independent.

Consequently, we know the asymptotic distribution of in this case,

values which are individually significant far in excess of

i,e., chi-square with 29 degrees of freedom (d.f,), A glance at Table 1

n2
n

reveals

the .001 level. Furthermore, so are the significance levels of both the

sum and the maximum of the three values, This is a quantitative way of
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stating the obvious fact that this model is very poor in accounting for

the observed data.

The all or none model (Jl~) is already too complicated to lead to

the independence of the two relevant partitions. The same thing is true

for the long-short model (LS-3). Hence in both these cases we do not

know even the correct asymptotic distribution which as a consequence of

the results of Chapter 4 is not parameter-free. Consequently, I shall

merely relate the crude analysis mentioned in the first paragraph of

section 5.2.

If the two partitions were independent, then would be

asymptotically chi-square distributed with 29 d.f. and if they were

identical then it would be asymptotically distributed as twice a chi-

square with 14 d.f. Furthermore the asymptotic mean of lies between

28 and 30. This bound on the mean suggests that the observed values of

n2 for this model are still too large even though they are considerably
n

smaller than those for model L. Table 2 gives the significance levels

under the two extreme cases for each of the experimental groups as well

as for their sum and maximum. By "< .001" we mean that the significance

is less than the .001 level.

Table 2

independent case identical case

9 items < .001 .004

15 items < .001 < .001

21 items < .001 < .001

sum < .001 < .001

max < .001 < .001
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does not fit the data very well.

These figures support the feeling that the AN model is also inadequate

in accounting for the data from these experiments.

If one looks at Table 1 there is a striking tendency for the linear

and all-or-none models to do increasingly poorly as the number of items

increases. This is probably an effect in the linear model, but for the

all-or_none model it is primarily due to the increase in the number of

sUbject-items as the list length increases and the fact that the model

If the observed value of ~2 is
n

divided by the number of subject-items going into it we get a measure of

the discrepancy between the observed data and the model which is inde-

pendent of the size of n. Table 3 gives us the values of this quantity.

Table 3

model 9 items 15 items 21 items

L .44 1.02 1.16

AN .285 .218 .187

The quantities in Table 3 all tend (in probability) to certain

unknown constants as n, the number of subject-items, tends to infinity.

The unknown constants all depend on the models in question and the "true"

values of

P(Y2 = Y Y2' ..., 5

and
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Since we essentially do not know these constants it is hard to interpret

the values in Table 30 So much for the poorly fitting models,

In turning to the LS-3 model, we first observe that it has three

free parameters whereas the last two models only have one, This leads

us to suspect that it should come closer than the other models, and indeed

it does upon examination of Table 1, Again we shall use the crude

analysis discussed above,

If the partitions were independent, rr 2 would be asymptotically
n

chi-square distributed with 27 d,f" and if they were identical it would

be asymptotically distributed as twice a chi-square with 12 d,f, Further-

more, the asymptotic mean of lies between 24 and 30, These bounds

suggest that the observed values of rr2 are not bad at all,
n

Table 4

gives the significance levels under the two extreme cases for each of the

experimental groups as well as for their sum and maximum,

Table 4

independent case i identical case

9 items .135 ,130

15 items .320 .255
- --

21 items 0370 .275

sum ,150 ,100+

max .354 ,344

These figures give us some feeling for the adequacy of the LS-3 model

as measured by its minimum-rr2 values, Of course this says nothing con-

cerning its inadequacy with respect to fitting other aspects of the data,
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Calfee and Atkinson used the sum of the minimum-n2 values for a

reason which we shall now discuss. Besides the three stochastic learning

models mentioned above, they considered two others--the "trial-dependent

forgetting model" (TDF) and a revision of this model referred to as the

TDF-Rev. For both of these models, the various parameters involved are

invariant, theoretically, under a change of list length. Hence they

chose to estimate parameters and obtain an overall measure of fit by

forming the chi-square expressions for each partition and each

experiment--a total of six--adding them all together, and minimizing the

result over all parameter values. Hence they used the sum criterion in

order to have "comparable" measures of fit for all five models over all

three experiments. An alternative procedure would have been to use the

same technique used on the other models and to look to see if the three

sets of parameter values found for these two models varied noticeably

over the three experiments. Although, the technique used to measure the

overall fit of the TDF and TDF-Rev models is similar to the minimum-n2

procedure discussed in this dissertation, its distribution theory does

not follow directly from my results. It is clear that the same technique

will work, though. Table 5 is the analogous one to Table 1 for the TDF

and TDF-Rev models.

Table 5

model no. parameters minimized sum

TDF 2 169.1

TDF-Rev 3 115·5
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In analogy to the crude analysis performed above we look at the

significance levels attained in the extreme cases of independence and

identity of the partitions to get a rough idea of the actual significance

level. If the partitions were independent the asymptotic distribution

of the minimized sum would by chi-square with 88 d.f. for the TDF model

. and 87 d.f. for the TDF-Rev. If they were identical then it would be

asymptotically distributed as twice a chi-square with 43 and 42 d.f.

respectively. Table 6 summarizes these results.

Table 6

model independent case I identical case
-

ITDF < .001 < .001

TDF-Rev. r about .02 I .05+

As a final remark I would like to mention the method used to find

the minimum-rr2 estimate in practice. Calfee and Atkinson used a computer

program which minimizes numerically. This is probably the best

method available in most practical situations since the analytic formula

for e is very complicated. Even the obvious analogue to the standard
n

"modified minimum chi-square method" does not really simplify this problem

significantly. The definition of e used in this dissertation seems
n

find the minimum of

to lend itself naturally to this numerical minimization technique and this

was one of the reasons for its use. There is always the problem of

insuring that the numerical minimization technique chosen does, in fact,

2
rr (e), but this is an entirely separate question

n

and is not considered here.
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Appendix

In this appendix I shall give the proof of Theorem ,.4 mentioned

in section ,.4.

The main obstacle is the notation, once it is properly developed,

the proof is simple. In order to avoid unnecessary redefinitions, we

D k' D , we drop any row, column or
p p

Thus, for example, we haveelement having a zero subscript.

make the following convention throughout this appendix: in all of the

pk, pj M
k

, M; Lkt' ~;quantities

k(M;> ... Mk ), c
k

k
0Pl

D k =
P 0

k
Pc

k

Now using tbis convention it is a standard result [see Wilks (1962),

pg. 261-262] that

k k 2(M. _ np.)
l l. 1

-In

Note that ~kk = D k _ (pk) ,
P

is now non-singular with

kP , and by redefining it as we have it
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ck
k

det(~k) .rr Pi> °
l=O

Now let

En °
Q =

°
Then it follows that Q > ° and

) -1 1 (np Q -M
..;n

- np) ,

Hence
2 2

L(" ) --> L(" )n
where

2 -1
" = Y Q y'

and

Y-N(O, E),

So set lc then we have

2
Tf == xx 1

where

x - N(O,

From this it follows, as usual, that 2
"n is asymptotically' distributed

as a linear combination of independent chi-square random variables, each



with one d,f, The linear weights, (~.), are the roots of
J

Now we observe that the ~'s which occur here must be the same as the

~'s which occurred in Chapter 3 except that in the previous context

there were N ~'s which we knew to be zero from rank considerations,

These zero ~'s do not appear in the new set, and hence the new set of

~'s coincides with the only ones from the old set which interested us,

So we examine the matrix

6=

First of all we note that

1

1
-"2

a2:n
Q 2 = 1

a ~

and hence the (k, 2)th block of 6 is

Conse~uently 6 has identity matrices for its diagonal blocks,

6 = ~l I, , .. '~N

~l ' ." ,I

Now consider the case of N = 2. In this case we have
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(6 - I) =
o

From this it follows that any odd power of 6 - I will have the form

Consequently, for any odd power, m, we have

tr(6 - I)m = 0

But 6 is symmetric and can therefore be orthogonally diagonalized

Hence we have

But

f D f'
A

f is orthogonal

for all odd m.

It follows that all of the odd central moments of the A'S vanish and

symmetrically placed about

consequently, since A. > 0
J -

1
and N LA. = 1, we must have the A'S

c j J

1 between zero and two. This proves the

assertion in Theorem 3.4.



It is clear upon multiplying out the powers of L - I for N > 2

that, in general, this symmetry result does not hold. However, one can

easily show for general N, that if

> o

then the same symmetry result does hold. The proof is exactly the same

as for Theorem 3.4. Observe that it is enough that the condition be

satisfied for some relabeling of the partitions. Although it is a bit

obtuse, this condition might be approximately satisfied in a situation

like that described in section 5.1. It might not be unreasonable that

partitions based on non-contiguous sets of sequences (in the case of

more than two partitions) be almost independent.
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